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in contrast, the original disney animated cinderella is very charming and playful, and the two films
have little in common. the animation is very whimsical and children-like, the characters are often
ridiculous, and the story is about a princess who is magically whisked away from her family to a life
of privilege. the two films also have very different endings: branaghs cinderella is a happy ending,
with cinderellys family finally being reunited, while disney ends with the character still living in her
own fantasies. when disney studios was shut down in 2005, many people were upset at the idea of a
disney film without all of the characters, but they werent necessarily upset that the film wouldnt
feature any of the songs of the 1950s or have the same tone as the original animated film. in fact, its
actually quite fair to wonder how a film that focuses so much on the character of cinderella would be
the same as the disney film. in branaghs film, cinderellys story takes place entirely in the present
day, and the film gives little indication that it is a cinderella story. the film is also much darker than
the disney film, and it tells the story of cinderellys life, as well as the lives of those around her, much
differently from the disney film. for instance, the disney film is largely about the prince who, despite
his egotism, eventually proves to be a good and loving man. while its true that the prince of
branaghs version is also a bit of a jerk, he isnt shown to be quite as much of a jerk as he appears in
the disney version. in branaghs film, he gets into more difficult situations and is more likely to make
missteps. in fact, one of his first moments as a prince is when he realizes that the glass slipper
doesnt fit him, and branaghs cinderella takes it as a sign that he must continue to work on his flaws
and build his character.
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cinderella iii is a direct-to-video sequel of the 1950 walt disney pictures animated classic cinderella .
it is a continuation of the original cinderella rather than cinderella ii: dreams come true, though due
to its unusual chronological sequencing it acknowledges the events of cinderella ii by using some of
its characters. cinderella iii: a twist in time directed by frank nissen produced by margot pipkinbill
bloom written by dan berendsenmargaret heidenrycolleen ventimiliaeddie guzelian music by joel

mcneely (original score)alan zachary, michael weiner (original songs) editor(s) russell eaton studio(s)
disneytoon studios australia disneytoon studios australia toon city animation, inc. distributor walt

disney home entertainment released february 6, 2007 (usa) february 12, 2007 (uk) running time 75
minutes language english budget $8,000,000 preceded by the fox and the hound 2 followed by

disney princess enchanted tales: follow your dreams source cinderella iii: a twist in time directed by
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